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Digital fabrication techniques are increasingly becoming a part of
educational and individuals’ studio practices. Although it can be
daunting to incorporate new technologies into our established ways
of working, Ross has written an article that is both easily accessible
for those just getting started as well as tremendously exciting and
inspirational for those with years of experience. I hope this article is
the beginning of a longer series of articles by others applying new
technologies in new and inventive ways—please get in touch and
share your discoveries with all of us!

Lasers basically allow two ways of making roll printing pattens, Vector mode where a continuos beam is used to cut out 

shapes and Raster mode where images are etched into the surface of a material.  Both can be used to create pattern plates
that can be rolled into metal sheet.

Read all the safety material that comes with your laser, read up to inform yourself of any hazards associated with the 
tool or material you intend to cut.  There are lots of ways to start fres and lots of ways to slowly poison yourself.  Be 
cautious.

*Beam Safety The laser beam is outside the range of human sight and invisible, make sure the enclosure has no 
light leaks.  Don't try cutting a frst surface mirrors or chrome surface,  this can refect the beam to places you don't 
want it going which is dangerous to you and the laser.

* Have a Fire Extinguisher handy.  Any will do, but CO2 is better.

* Babysit the cut.  Be in the  room while cutting fammable materials.  

*Focus the Beam.  If you forget to focus, the same light goes over a bigger area of the material heating it, and 
if you are not lucky, igniting it.  

*Fume Safety means knowing what you are cutting.  I am not going to provide a list, but there is a lot of 
material online about which materials are better or worse to cut.  Some things you should defantly research before 
cutting include, specialty papers, anodized aluminum, plywood, unknown plastics, dyed products, painted 
products, and rubbers.  

Vector cutting Roll Printing Stencils.

Vector cutting is where you us use the laser as a beam to cut out
shapes in a material.  All the regular roll printing pattern rules
apply, so if you cut a few tiny holes in the pattern plate, it
will be very hard to roll through and a very light
impression.  Cutting away a minimum of 50% of the
pattern material is probably a good rule of thumb.  Thick
card stock is a great material for this technique.



The vector workfow:

Step 1. Original vector line art is created using Inkscape or illustrator. 

Step 2.  A laser ready cut fle is generated by a post processing program. 

Step 3.  Your laser control program uses the cut fle to make the laser cut your design in card stock.

Step 4.  Roll print your pattern into metal by putting a piece of annealed metal in the rolling mill, adjusting the rollers to the 

thickness of the metal, then running the annealed metal and the paper pattern through at the same time.   The card stock printing
plate is destroyed in the process and discarded. 

Try mylar, leaves, or tissue paper.  Keeping safety in mind, there are a lot of thin materials to experiment with.

Raster cutting images 

Raster cutting with the laser works like a dot matrix
printer.  The laser moves back and forth over the area where
the image is going to be etched and pulses on and off to create
the image with a series of dots.  Unlike vector work where the

laser only moves where there are lines, this process is
slower than vector cutting because the laser scans completely

over all the image but creates photo like results. A good
starting material for this technique is clear acrylic.

The raster workfow:

Step 1.  Using a Photoshop or Gimp, an image is converted to Greyscale and saved as a tiff fle. 

Step 2.  The tiff fle is directly loaded into the control program and etched into clear acrylic. 

Step 3. The etched acrylic plates are roll printed into annealed metal transferring your image onto the metal. The 

card stock printing plate is destroyed in the process and discarded. 

There are less usable materials for this process, but plastics have worked well for us (keeping in mind fume safety).

While I only mentioned the indirect processes we use related to roll printing,  lasers are commonly used to cut out various 
design elements in different materials and create surface treatments on those elements.   As you are cutting with light when 
you use a laser, you can easily cut materials far to fne to cut with conventional means.  Think of the thinest tissue 
imaginable, then imagine any design cut through it.  The fact that there is absolutely no stress on the material while cutting 
is amazing!

But that's not all,  Because the laser we have was inexpensive and 
robust we experiment freely with it.  On the plus side I can speak 
from experience regarding the “merits” of cutting, fusing, and 
etching porcelain, acorns, potato chips, graphite, soap, carrots, 
laquer, silk, spun bond polyester, seashell, led lights, latex, enamel, 
etc.   For the students running the experimentation and me, it is 
educational and fun learning about the performance envelope of the 
tool.  That experimentation so far has resulted in many useful 
techniques and workfows, including its use for cutting patterned 
material for roll printing.    


